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Our vision was to make a table for dining and gathering 
spaces. A table that lives in the rhythm of the day of the 
people around it and marks the cycle of the day withs its 
light. The cool light suitable for morning and recreation can 
energise, and as the evening darkens, a mellow light can help 
you to relax after the day’s activities.

AICCI T2 is a piece of furniture provide comfort with pleasant 
light. Making the atmosphere more focused or relaxed with 
light can happen discreetly and effortlessly. AICCI T2 is an 
enchanting ambience creator that gathers people around it to 
enjoy, tune in and cherish delight.
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AICCI T2

CURATED MATERIALS 

Design and materials are in perfect balance to make 
AICCI T2 the dining and lounge table for today’s homes 
and premises. 

The legs of the table are made of solid birch. The 
warm tone of the wooden legs has been implemented 
through a chemical-free heat treatment process that 
gives the naturally light-toned birch wood a beautiful 
dark brown shade. At same time, thermos treatment 
makes the wood suitable for outdoor use, moisture and 
pests resistant.

The steel frame of the table is laser-cut and folded 
to shape, and is ecologically powder coated to ensure 
durability, and reduce waste and emissions.

Tabletop’s optics are worked from laminated glass and 
acrylic. This makes light distribution even and
enables soft glare-free appearance. Satin finished glass 
top surface ensure easy-cleaning and feels pleasant 
to touch, neither does not pick up the reflections that 
might disturb the eyes.
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Tables’ timeless yet contemporary Nordic style appeal to both sight 
and touch. Slim silhouette and adaptable lighting give the table a dy-
namic look. A minimalist aesthetics characterised by rounded edges, 
smooth wood surfaces and clean lines are designed to fit seamlessly 
in any gathering space from dining room to casual meeting areas. 
With controllable light user can complement any new or existing 
scheme just by changing lights intensity and colour.

AICCI T2 

TIMELESS YET CONTEMPORARY
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AICCI T2 dining and lounge tables provides a contemporary way to use 
combination of the table and light. AICCI T2 table adds possibility to per-
sonalise comfort by giving us an alternative that is appealing and func-
tional.

Increasing comfort by table’s easy-to-use lighting control which allow to 
set lighting according to user’s various needs throughout the day.
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PERSONALISED COMFORT
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Materials 
Tabletop: opal laminated glass, satin finished
Light optics: glass and acrylic
Frame: steel and aluminium, powder coated 
Legs: heat-treated solid birch, natural oil finished. Birch used for the AICCI wooden tables 
grows in PECF certified commercial forests in Finland. 
 
Light 
Tunable white 2000-6500K LEDs, CRI >90 or coloured (RGB) LEDs.  
Wireless built-in Casambi lighting control with the functions: light intensity and colour
tune control, calendar & timer, scenes, animation, sunrise & sunset, grouping and gallery
to control intuitively 
Wireless control: with smartphones, tablets and watches (Casambi app for iOs and
Android), wall switches, remote controllers, and motion and daylight sensors 
 
Design and manufacturer 
AICCI T3 and AICCI T4 tables are designed by Finnish designer pair Päivi Charpentier and 
Sauli Koukkari. Tables are manufactured by AICCI Ltd in Muurame, Finland.

Dining tables measurements      
        Light intensity    
  Width  Depth  Hight  White LEDs     Coloured LEDs 
AICCI T2D S 1230mm 830mm 720mm 2720lm 2880lm
AICCI T2D M 1430mm 930mm 720mm 3180lm 3360lm
AICCI T2D L 1630mm 930mm 720mm 3630lm 3840lm
AICCI T2D XL 1830mm 1030mm 720mm 4080lm 4320lm

Lounge tables measurements    
        Light intensity 
  Width  Depth  Hight  White LEDs     Coloured LEDs 
AICCI T2L XS 630mm 630mm 370mm 1360lm 1440lm
AICCI T2L S 830mm 830mm 370mm 1820lm 1920lm
AICCI T2L M 1030mm 1030mm 370mm 2270lm 2400lm
AICCI T2L L 1230mm 830mm 370mm 2720lm 2880lm
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AICCI T2

ADAPTABLE SIMPLICITY 

EXPERIENCE VERSATILE LIGHT ON A TABLE

THAT ADAPTS TO MEET YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 



The Aicci® Ltd has applied patent pending for illuminating furniture and structures therefor covers, inter alia, the imple-
mentation of furniture such as the Aicci tables. Aicci Ltd owns and controls all intellectual property rights in the designs and 
inventions of its products and related materials. Any use of Aicci Ltd.’s intellectual property rights without written permis-
sion is strictly prohibited. 
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Aicci Ltd 
Punasillantie 33, 40950 Muurame, FINLAND 
info@aicci.fi 
Tel. +358 (0)10 4181 440
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